In recent decades, there has been a resurgence of interest in discourses of secular and Christian humanism. This interest engages the question of what it means to be truly human, and what the implications of true humanity are for individuals and society. The genesis of theological and secular humanisms stems from the Eastern Orthodox doctrine of theosis-God in Christ becomes human so that human persons may become more truly like the God whose image and likeness they bear. John Wesley was deeply influenced by Eastern Orthodox theologians. Without grasping this hermeneutic position, one cannot understand either the content or intent of John Wesley's theology adequately. This paper expounds this aspect of Wesley's theology by means of a historical theological exploration of the influences of Eastern Orthodoxy in Wesleyan soteriology. It is argued that when Wesley's theology is understood as a hybrid of Eastern and Western theological influences and approaches, Christian perfection in the ordo salutis (order of salvation) supersedes the traditional Protestant emphasis on justification. In particular, this approach holds promise for making a unique and valuable contribution to contemporary discourses around Christian humanism.
Introduction
2016 marked the 250th anniversary of John Wesley's publication, A Plain Account of Christian Perfection. 1 It is a fitting opportunity to revisit this seminal document since it represents a central emphasis in John Wesley's theology, namely Christian perfection. In this paper, we shall revisit the historical theological development of this important Wesleyan doctrine to see what contribution it may make to contemporary discourses on Christian humanism. The author has written on Christian humanism elsewhere and so shall not reintroduce that discourse in expansive depth here. We shall only consider those aspects and elements that are necessary for the purposes of the argument in this paper.
2 First, this paper shall consider the hermeneutic perspective from which Wesley's theology, and particularly his understanding of Christian perfection, might be approached. It is the argument of this paper that Wesleyan theology, understood through the doctrine of Christian perfection, and read through the hybrid hermeneutic lens of Western Protestantism and Eastern Orthodox theosis, has a contribution to make in the re-emergence of interest in Christian humanism in contemporary theological discourse.
To make this point it will be necessary to offer some insights into the theological arguments centring on the most appropriate hermeneutic key to understanding Wesley's soteriology (particularly the ordo salutis). Is his theology best understood from the vantage point of historically Western Protestant thinking, or does he operate from a more complex, hybrid, hermeneutic framework? Having established this, we shall explicate three specific areas of Wesleyan soteriology (anthropology, the order of salvation, and Christian perfection) that uncover a deeper and more textured meaning when read from this hybrid hermeneutic perspective. Finally, we shall facilitate a historical theological conversation between Wesley's appropriation of this theological concept, as well as his approach to it, to show what value it may hold for the further development of understandings of Christian humanism in contemporary theological discourse.
John Wesley's Western and Eastern theological hybridity
The first part of the argument of this paper is that John Wesley's theology cannot be properly understood unless one takes account of the hybridity of theological sources that he drew upon in constructing his textured soteriology.
The term hybrid is chosen to describe John Wesley's Western and Eastern theological hermeneutics. The previously suggested terminology of "complementarity" to describe Wesley's theological sources and approaches is problematic in the author's opinion, since as Maddox explains, "complementarity … assumes that there are equally legitimate alternative ways of explaining the same phenomena, which neither conflict with nor overlap each other because they function on different levels." 3 In the section that follows it will be argued that John Wesley employed a hybrid 4 approach, in the sense that hybridity is understood to be a context in which diverse and different notions of theological truth are brought together in a synthesis where the concepts overlap and mutually enrich one another, thereby creating a more nuanced and textured understanding as a result of the difference in mutuality.
The primary question that this section of the paper addresses is: How is John Wesley's theology to be understood? Some have suggested that Wesley is to be approached as a Protestant thinker whose soteriology synthesised a "Protestant ethic of grace and the Roman Catholic ethic of holiness." 5 Cell (1935) In this regard, Wesley places himself firmly alongside the Reformers and the Western understanding of the doctrine of justification by faith that emphasises grace at every point of the salvation process. However, his own understanding of justification is nuanced and accented by his insistence upon the "fullness of faith" (sanctification) as the highpoint or goal of the ordo salutis. In this way "free human responsiveness is the vehicle by which sovereign grace, still preeminent, enables the human to participate with and in the Great Physician and be healed and be restored to the imago Dei." 22 Chilcote and Maddox state it as follows:
The ultimate goal in life … was the fullest possible love of God and neighbor-the restoration of the image of Christ in the life of every believer. This restoration is a journey birthed by grace, nurtured by grace, and reaching its ultimate goal through grace: Christian perfection. In the section that follows we shall give particular attention to the central theme of Christian perfection from this hybrid theological vantage point.
Western and Eastern Orthodox Hybrid Hermeneutics and John Wesley's Soteriology (the order or Salvation)
Most Methodist scholars agree that the order of salvation was the central focus, and high point, of John Wesley's theology. 25 The following quote from 1746 shows what Wesley himself understood in relation to the ordo salutis:
Our main doctrines, which include all the rest are three: that of repentance, of faith and holiness. The first of these we account, as were the porch of religion, the next the door; the third religion itself.
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As has already been discussed, Wesley regarded one element in this order as more important than the others-namely, Christian perfection (expressed in the quote above as "holiness"). He believed that Christian perfection was a peculiar emphasis and heritage that had been given to the Methodist movement by God. As was argued previously, this can be related to the influences of Eastern orthodox thinking on his soteriology-in particular the concept of theosis influenced by Chrysostom 27 and the notion of the interaction between divine and human agency in Wesleyan soteriology (see Themes such as the goal of the Christian life as perfected love, the role of the Holy Spirit in the entire sanctification of the Christian life and the emphasis on Christian virtue resonate directly with Eastern Orthodox emphases. They are indications of the general orientation of the Wesleyan doctrine of salvation; not the "pardoning" but "participation" is the key to the Christian life and salvation, in other words, union with God in perfect love and holiness. Thus, Wesley urges a divine-human communion, a coinhering communion which extends far beyond the moment of conversion.
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It was Wesley's emphasis on holiness as perfection, and the practical expression of the gospel in everyday life, that first led to him and his colleagues to being labelled "Methodists" and it is this same concern that lies at the very heart of Wesley's understanding of Christian perfection.
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For Wesley, then, the Spirit's work of sanctification was not merely a forensic declaration of how God will treat us … Neither was it a matter of directly infusing virtues in Christian lives. It was a process of character-formation that is made possible by a restored participation of fallen humanity in the Divine life and power. Wesley's Practical Theology (Kingswood Books, 1994), 122. personal wholeness and of public rightness before God with all persons and creation. In the introduction to the 2015 annotated edition of A Plain Account of Christian perfection, Chilcotte and Maddox state that:
The ultimate goal in life … was the fullest possible love of God and neighbor-the restoration of the image of Christ in the life of every believer. This restoration is a journey birthed by grace, nurtured by grace, and reaching its ultimate goal through grace: Christian perfection. 36 In the context of this paper, three aspects of John Wesley's theology need to be touched on briefly to understand the importance of Eastern Western theological hybridity for Wesley's soteriology, and its contribution to contemporary discourses in Christian humanism.
Anthropology
Wesley's phrase "The grace or love of God whence cometh our salvation, is FREE IN ALL, and FREE FOR ALL [capitalisation in original]" 37 expresses the complexity of a Wesleyan theological anthropology in relation to his ordo salutis. Here we see, once again, the textured understanding of "faith filled with the energy of love" operating in the salvation of the human person (based on the phrase in Wesley's 34th Sermon, "Catholic Spirit").
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What Wesley's theological anthropology illustrates is that Western and Eastern Christians dealt with the notions of the human person, and God's desire for humanity, and humanity's sin, very differently. This will have some implications for contemporary discourses on Christian humanism, since at present the contemporary discourse is framed largely within Western Protestant theological categories.
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Western Christians believe that humans were created in a perfect and complete state and that in this created state they epitomised all that God wanted humanity to be-their task was simply to remain in that state of perfection. 40 Yet, since they bear the image of God they were self-determined. According to certain understandings of the biblical narrative, the first humans, Adam and Eve, used this self determination to sin. The result was that the only thing humans now have the freedom to do, is to sin, and they are filled with guilt as a result of their sinfulness (in original sin). In Western theological anthropology since Augustine, this has become the "natural state" of humanity from which they need to be redeemed.
Eastern Christians, however, see things quite differently. First, Eastern theologians assumed that humanity was generally created innocent, but incomplete. Humans are created with a progressive nature that is "destined to progress in communion with God." 41 This is theosis, "(lit. 'ingodded,' 'becoming god,' deification) [which] in the Eastern Orthodox tradition is a vision of human potential for perfection." 42 To understand this notion, it is helpful to remember that Orthodox theologians tend to make a distinction between persons bearing the "image of God" and persons growing in the "likeness of God." Maddox explains: "The 'Image of God' denoted the universal human potentiality for life in God. The 'Likeness of God' was the realisation of that potentiality. Such realisation (often called deification) is only possible by participation in divine life and grace." 43 Moreover, this growth is neither automatic nor inevitable. The "image of God" includes the capacity for human freedom, but it is centred upon the exercise of communion with God.
Thus, in simple terms, both Eastern and Western theologians see "the fall" as an attempt among humans to selfishly compete with God as equals. However, the results of this "fall" are different for the two theological traditions. The Eastern theological tradition does not see humanity as bearing the guilt of original sin from birth. Rather, one only becomes "guilty" when one imitates Adam's sin. Second, the primary consequence of sin was the introduction of mortality and corruption into life, and this now dominates humanity. Third, "while Orthodoxy clearly believes that the death and disease thus introduced have so weakened the human intellect and will that we can no longer hope to attain the Likeness of God, they do not hold that the Fall deprived us of all grace, or of the responsibility for responding to God's offer of restored communion in Christ." 44 In other words, the Orthodox emphasis on a divinehuman cooperation remains-even after the fall. Maddox thus concludes that Orthodox theologians base their anthropology more on the doctrine of creation, than they do on "the fall."
Wesley, as usual, has a blended, or hybrid, position. He agrees with the Western position that humanity was originally in a state of perfection. Yet, as many scholars have argued, he also clearly held the view that humans are in process: "God does not implant holiness in us instantaneously." Rather, this is what Wesley called "growth in holiness"; it was the slow, gradual, life-long journey. Christensen explains the process in this way: "The idea of theosis is that God and humanity progressively achieve a union in Christ which in the end both blurs and preserves the distinction between Creator and creation, as in a mirror perfectly reflecting the source of its image. 
The Order of Salvation
The person and work of Christ are central to Wesleyan soteriology. First, let us briefly sketch the Western (Protestant) and Orthodox views on the saving work of Christ. The Western position is juridical, i.e. humanity bears guilt for sin and cannot atone for it themselves. In the Orthodox tradition, however, the position of the work of Christ is recapitulatory. The mission of Christ, from the Western perspective, is thus to become incarnate in order to be the human who can deal with our sin (i.e. atone for our sin). In the Orthodox perspective, the focus is more on the incarnation of Christ. Humanity needs to develop in the likeness of God (from the image of God) in their lives, and we cannot do this without God's assistance. By salvation, I mean, not barely (according to the vulgar notion) deliverance from hell, or going to heaven, but a present deliverance from sin, a restoration of the soul to its primitive health, its original purity; a recovery of the divine nature; the renewal of our souls after the image of God in righteousness and true holiness, in justice, mercy, and truth.
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From the above it is clear to see that within Wesley's soteriology there is in operation, what Maddox terms, a "therapeutic interest" which ultimately leads Wesley to centre his soteriology on sanctification, rather than justification-which is the norm in Western Protestantism. However, he does not abandon justification. Rather, he shows that it was necessary to be pardoned from the power of sin before we can be delivered from its guilt. This leads us to the final important aspect of Wesley's soteriology that has relevance to our discussion, namely Christian perfection.
Christian Perfection
This is the area where the hybridity of Wesley's Western and Eastern theological convictions are most evident-the influence of theosis on Wesley's understanding of sanctification. First, it is important to address the common misunderstanding of the doctrine of theosis in the West. Maddox writes that theosis "is not an affirmation of pantheistic identity between God and humanity, but of a participation-through grace-in the divine life." 53 The participation of humanity in divine communion renews humanity and transforms us into the image of Christ. Maddox explains that in the context of "faith filled with the energy of love" (based on the phrase in Wesley's 34th Sermon, "Catholic Spirit") 54 "Wesley's affirmation of entire sanctification is not a claim that humans can embody the faultless perfection of God in this life, but a confidence that God's grace can progressively deliver us from the power of sin." This is not a growth in conformity to the law, rather it is growth in love-love of God and love of others.
In this regard, Wesley affirmed that all humanity bears the image of God, but that growing in the likeness of Christ is not something that happens instantaneously-it is developed through a responsible appropriation of the grace that God provides, thus spiritual disciplines and the means of grace are important. The above does not deny that there are other Western theological voices that have said similar things, or influenced Wesley. However, what is important here is that we see in Wesley's hybrid approach to sanctification a dialectic tension between God's work in the human person, and the human person's participation in God's growing them to holiness, which had social and moral implications for the person and society.
The Implications of John Wesley's Hybrid Western and Eastern Theological Hermeneutics for Contemporary Discourses on Christian Humanism
In this section, we shall tie together the previous discussion on John Wesley's hybrid theological perspective with some aspects of the contemporary discourse around Christian humanism. First, we shall briefly situate the current resurgence of interest in Christian humanism and its ties to Orthodox theology.
Christian Humanism and its Links to Theosis
John de Gruchy notes that there has been a "critical retrieval of religious, theological and specifically Christian humanism … during the past decade." 56 Jens Zimmermann's two important works, Humanism and Religion 57 which is addressed to secular humanists, and
Incarnational Humanism 58 which is more theological and so addressed to the church and a Christian audience, have captured something of the importance of the rediscovery of humanism in general, and Christian humanism in particular.
Zimmermann's research suggests that the crisis of trust in the ideals of Western secular culture is a major factor in the resurgence of interest in humanism in general, and religious (and Christian) humanism in particular. 59 The vacuum that was left by the exhaustion of Western secularism, particularly the loss of transcendent and deeper meaning, has created an opening for the resurgence of frameworks of meaning, some of which are positive and life giving, others which are challenging and even destructive (such as forms of religious fundamentalism). 60 In such contexts persons of faith have sought a more just and constructive religious and theological position through the retrieval of "… an ancient humanism for our time in response to the general demand for a common humanity beyond religious, denominational and secular divides." 61 As part of his exploration of the history of Western humanism, Zimmermann reminds the reader that its roots are deeply embedded in Patristic Christology and the biblical conviction that human persons are bearers of the imago Dei. De Gruchy notes:
The claim that God becomes fully human in Christ in order that humans may become truly like God (divinisation) and therefore truly human (humanisation) is foundational for Christianity and finds embodiment in a new humanity in which human solidarity is expressed in Eucharistic community. 62 De Gruchy and Zimmermann have both written about the emergence of Christian humanism in relation to movements and persons in Western Protestant theology-these include Erasmus, John Calvin, and most recently Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
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A Wesleyan Contribution to the Contemporary Discourses on Christian Humanism
Why Christian humanism in relation to Wesley's hybrid theology? It is the contention of this paper that John Wesley's theology is particularly important in contributing to the contemporary discourse of Christian humanism. There are many possibilities that could be explored in such a dialogue-that is not possible within the scope of this paper. Rather, what we shall do is relate the three aspects of Wesley's soteriology (discussed above) to aspects of the contemporary Christian humanist discourse (mainly as identified by two of the best known contemporary contributors to that field, John de Gruchy and Jens Zimmermann) to illustrate the rich possibilities of future research in this regard.
This dialogue will thus focus on: anthropology; the order of salvation; and Christian perfection, in relation to the contemporary discourses on Christian humanism.
Anthropology
Zimmermann and De Gruchy have both pointed out that the resurgence of interest in Christian humanism has come because of the dehumanising effects of modernity on contemporary society. 64 These include a loss of confidence in the narratives of secularism, religious and cultural pluralism because of globalisation and migrating populations, the loss of confidence in power because of wars and political abuse, the search for meaning beyond capitalism, and the list goes on. This has been a deeply theological search for meaning. What they highlight is that there is a basic question being asked in the midst of all of these challenges: What does it mean to be truly and fully human?
In light of this, Zimmerman comments that it is not that we have "to invent something new but rather … retrieve an ancient Christian humanism for our time in response to the general demand for a common humanity …" 65 Of course, this important question was central to
Wesley's own theology. True humanity, and the re-humanisation of persons and society, means first a recognition that all persons are bearers of the "image of God." This theological concept is familiar and commonly discussed in contemporary discourses on Christian humanism where the primacy of a shared humanity, thus a shared human dignity with certain human rights, has a strong focus. The question is, of course, how do we conceive of the ontological nature of humanity? What does it mean to bear the image of God, but also to consider what this requires of us as we live with one another as human persons in the likeness of God?
It is in this regard that Wesleyan hybrid theological anthropology offers something more than the predominantly Western protestant anthropologies, i.e. that God's grace in Christ, together with God's work through the Holy Spirit, enables human persons-and even communities and societies-to grow in the "likeness of Christ," not just to bear the "image of God." This is what Stanley Hauerwas extrapolates as the core of a Wesleyan theological ethics-the "practical divinity" of Wesley, expressing belief in worship, community and life. 66 Wesley himself sums up this anthropological aim as "… a present deliverance from sin, a restoration of the soul to its primitive health, its original purity; a recovery of the divine nature; the renewal of our souls after the image of God in righteousness and true holiness, in justice, mercy, and truth. 67 The theological image of the restoration of "primitive health" (i.e. a growth towards matching being in the "likeness of Christ" to bearing "the image of God") is an expression of the recapitulation of the human person, and human persons, through and in, and with Christ and all those whom Christ loves.
The Order of Salvation
The next area of contribution that a Wesleyan hybrid theology can offer to contemporary discourses of Christian humanism is in relation to the work of salvation. One of the complexities in contemporary discourses around secular humanism and Christian humanism in particular arises from Martin Heidegger's challenging injunction to find a "hyperhumanism" that can "critically retrieve tradition in order to transform the world." 68 The hoped to contribute to the question "What does it mean to be human?" in an anthropological sense, this section asks that question within a broader cultural sense. In a religiously plural context, and in an ecumenical Christian context, there are serious questions about what it may mean to become truly and fully human without having to fit into a narrow and dominating cultural narrative that includes some and excludes others. One of the challenges with a Western Protestant contribution to contemporary discourses of Christian humanism is that it centres upon the doctrine of justification which, as recent fundamentalist tendencies have shown, has the danger of advocating a return to a form of Christendom. What Wesley brings to the conversation is his focus on the order of salvation (rather than just justification), in which the incarnation of Christ recapitulates humanity and society, and in so doing restores divine justice. What this proposes is not a humanism of the self (i.e. personal salvation, or a narrow focus on justification), but rather a "humanism of the Other" to use the language of Emmanuel Levinas. 69 Wesley's understanding on the purpose and intention of the incarnation of Christ in the order of salvation is perfect love-a love for God and a love for neighbour. This is inherently social and communal. Rather than beginning with the individual human person, it finds its genesis in a shared humanity. This is echoed in the work of more contemporary theologians such as the Lutheran theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and the Catholic theologian Blondel. 70 In Bonhoeffer, as in Wesley, we see an anti-dote to
Heidegger's "hyper-humanism" that seeks a single cultural narrative for the restoration of humanity. Attempts at such a narrative have proven to be particularly problematic in contemporary society, where religion and identity seem to contribute so significantly to dehumanisation and suffering around the world. What Wesley's contribution offers is an opportunity to work together in grace for a common humanity that is not tied to one specific narrative. Rather, since it is framed within the order of salvation and the therapeutic restoration of humanity, it can operate collectively for the common good.
With regards to the way in which De Gruchy and Zimmerman view contemporary Christian humanism, Lowery points out that Wesley's approach to communal virtue ethics was deeply informed by an adapted form of the Patristic doctrine of theosis. "Wesley was particularly drawn to the Greek fathers who saw the goal of the Christian life as the restoration of the lost image of God." 71 It was previously argued that Wesley believed that the doctrine of Christian perfection, which he saw as the "grand depositum" of Methodism, 72 was intended to restore the true nature of humanity in perfect love to God and the rest of the world-in other words, a communal virtue ethics.
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Christian Perfection
Wesley wrote that the essence of Methodism "is holiness of heart and life." 74 The result of this theological conviction is the unique and significant emphasis on the human person as the bearer of the divine image that has a responsibility towards both God and God's creation. Lowery comments in this regard, that Wesley saw "… Christian perfection as the means to fulfilling the moral demands of the gospel. Love for God and for others not only qualifies our acts by making them truly moral, it also provides the motivation that is necessary for keeping the moral law." 75 This resonates with what De Gruchy writes when he says the "biblical insistence that humans are 'in the image of God' is not a description of substance but of relation, responsibility, freedom and significance." 76 Zimmermann concludes that the concept of religious or Christian humanism leads to "a profound sense of human dignity, solidarity, and freedom based on a reasonable faith." 77 The growth in love for God and one's neighbour is an important theological resource to shape and inform the contemporary Christian humanist discourse. What Wesley's focus on Christian perfection (read from a hybrid Western/Eastern theological perspective) does, is that it not only deals with the nature of the problem (sin which requires justification), but also with the social and historical consequences of this problem (debilitating guilt, structural sin, etc., all within the telos of a new humanity and the fullness of life in Christ). Sovereign grace remains pre-eminent, but the human person is freed to participate with God and humanity in the work of healing the world and restoring the imago Dei among people.
Many other points could be developed or considered in discussing the contribution of a Wesleyan hybridic theology in relation to Christian humanism. These three points simply serve to illustrate that Wesley's unique theological approach has great potential to offer a novel and fresh contribution to contemporary discourses on Christian humanism, which to date has been largely informed by either exclusively Western or Orthodox perspectives.
Conclusion
There is a resurgence of interest in humanism in general, and Christian humanism in particular, because of the observed need for transcendent meaning and the recapturing of shared moral values that express human solidarity for the common good. This paper sought to illustrate the possibility of deepening the discourse by adding another voice to the conversation. It was argued that a Wesleyan hybrid theology of Western and Orthodox theological perspectives can be identified and traced in the historical development of Wesley's soteriology. On the 250th anniversary of A Plain Account of Christian perfection, Wesleyan and Methodist theologians and Christians are encouraged to reconsider the unique value of this theological tradition in order to texture and enrich this important contemporary theological conversation.
